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Energy majors in the 21st century



SUGAR
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We don’t fight wars over sugar any more
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“For over a hundred years… [the West Indies] had been the very 
treasury of empire, pouring sugar into the mother country and making 
fortunes for slave traders, sugar plantation owners, and merchants... 
the “sugar interest” constituted a constant nuisance, and in every war, 
at their behest, Britain shoveled troops into the islands, to die by the 
thousands from malaria and yellow fever.” – James L. Stokesbury

For 1700s Europe, sugar was:

A vital feedstock for valuable products including 
molasses and rum

A luxury, then commodity, whose demand grew in 
lockstep with supply

A singular source of great wealth for those with 
rights to its source



Sugar distorted major markets and policies…
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The West Indies were perversely located:

Far from power and susceptible to takeover and control by major 
powers; it worsened and even caused wars

Far from ready labor: fueled a highly active slave trade

Back home, even a growing but limited supply was met with 
essentially unlimited unmet demand



Is oil today’s all-powerful “sugar”?
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Sugar’s inevitable decline
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Gradually sugar became just another commodity:

Cultivation in new regions like India began to reduce the power of 
specific sources

Sugar beets, grown close to target markets, went from 5% to 50% of 
the supply from 1840 to 1880

Alternatives like high fructose corn syrup and low calorie sweeteners 
gradually moved into the market 



Oil major profitability is sharply down
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New oil sources and alternatives are rapidly 
multiplying
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Oil’s dominance in transportation fuel fading
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Rumors of oil’s demise 
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“Unlike many of the big utilities, none of the oil majors has yet… told 
stakeholders that the game is up. That oil and gas will be over by year 
X, and strategy is no being based on back-mapping from that year.” –
Jeremy Leggett, SolarCentury

“The only realistic option for the IOCs lies in restructuring and realizing 
many of their current assets to provide cash for their shareholders. –
Chatham House

“An acceleration of the electrification of transport infrastructure would 
be resoundingly negative for the oil sector’s credit profile. – Fitch

“It’s not Teslas and the U.S. It’s the fact that two billion people, much of 
that in Asia, are moving to middle incomes, can buy their first motor 
car and that drives up oil demand. That’s the stuff that really 
matters.” – Spencer Dale, BP chief economist



As alternatives manifest, only the cheapest oil will 
be profitable…
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Who knows the price of a barrel of sugar?
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A sugar mill is a marginal affair

Sugar barons went to downstream products like rum to remain profitable



Are oil majors adjusting to the new reality?
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Are oil majors adjusting to the new reality?
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Oil companies’ strategies fall into a few categories:

1. Reduce production costs

2. Invest in renewables and the grid; move laterally in “energy”

3. Move downstream into chemicals

4. Sell assets

These are all decent strategies, but a deep-pocketed company could really 
move into any industry it liked



How oil companies really stack up in in innovation
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Total’s Investments in the Future of Electrical Power 
Span Batteries, Solar, Distributed Generation
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Knock-on effects from just electric vehicles will be 
profound…
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Today, we make chemicals where we refine oil
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BASF integrated facilities
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Ludwigshafen
Largest chemical 
complex in the world 
and largest BASF 
Verbund site
Established: 1865
Production facilities: 110
Area: 10 km2

Pipeline: 2,800 km

Adapted from 2015 BASF Annual Report

Antwerp
Second largest BASF Verbund site
Established: 1964
Production facilities: 51
Area: 6 km2

Pipeline: 580 km

Freeport
Established: 1958
Production facilities: 25
Area: 1.64 km2

Pipeline: 303 km

Geismar
Established: 1958
Production facilities: 
24
Area: 9.27 km2

Pipeline: 1,139 km

Nanjing
50:50 joint venture 
between BASF and Sinopec
Established: 2005
Production facilities: 12
Area: 2.2 km2

Pipeline: 708 km

Kuantan
60:40 joint venture 
between BASF and 
Petronas
Established: 1997
Production facilities: 13
Area: 1.5 km2

Pipeline: 450 km

BASF’s largest integrated sites are in Europe, using crude oil imported from across the world for
transportation fuel as feedstock for their plastics and other petrochemicals



Key takeaways

Oil is well on its way to becoming the next sugar

The consequences will broadly affect both the majors and related industries

The time to act is now
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